
 

DR. KEESHA EWERS 
How Chronic Overwhelm Impacts Your Brain & Keeps You Sick 

Jason Prall: 
Hello, and welcome to Awaken the Healer Within. I'm your host, Jason Prall. With me, I have Dr. Keesha 
Ewers who is, I guess depending on what hat she's puBng on, she's a sexologist, she is a funcEonal 
medicine pracEEoner, she is a medicine woman. She has so many experEse, so many areas of experEse 
it's almost hard to classify really where she lives in this realm of healing pracEEoner. But, nevertheless, 
she has an amazing sense for how to work with trauma. That's one of her core pracEces, and that's really 
what I've brought her on today, is to discuss her unique methods for working with people and helping 
people understand what trauma is and how it relates to what we might call awakening. So, Dr. Keesha, 
thanks for coming on and joining me. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
Thanks. I'm so glad to be here. So full, my hands. 

Jason Prall: 
And I'm sure I've missed a few, right? There's got to be a couple I missed. We'll probably get into those, 
but first I would love to hear your story of what you would term as your awakening process and maybe 
when you've even figured out that, "oh, that's kind of what's happening. I'm going through this spiritual 
journey." When did that shiP happened for you to going from strictly living in this human life to this 
bigger existence and these bigger quesEons? 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
That's a great quesEon. I don't think about Eme as linear so much. Right now, I'm in a Master of Divinity 
program at a Buddhist college, and one of the things that I'm doing there is studying the mind because 
these guys are Tibetan Buddhists. They really have this dialed in. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
So, the way that I think about this right now is the seeds of your karma, because that's the language they 
use, the seeds that we've planted at certain points along the way, and if you believe in lifeEmes, then in 
other lifeEmes, we're also seeding what's going to happen, have been planted and sprouted. Then the 
harvest are these awakening moments. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
The first one that I can remember of that karma that had been planted before and sprouted is when I 
was 10. I had a really big capital T trauma, where the vice principal of my elementary school would call 
me into his office every once in a while, and there is some sexual abuse that was going on. In that Eme 
period in fiPh grade, my father was out to sea in the navy and my mom was kind of shutdown because 
he was gone. I tried to tell people what was going on, but I didn't have the right words. I didn't have the 
language for it. 



Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
I was raised with no TV, and I don't even think I knew what the word sex was at that Eme. You know, it 
was back in the, it was 1975 and we had just moved from Japan. I just can see that li[le girl, she's so 
sheltered and she just didn't have the vocabulary to know what abuse and molestaEon actually were. 
But it was like I'm afraid to go to that school. I would cry and have headaches. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
So what would happen is, well, when I turned 30, I was diagnosed with rheumatoid arthriEs, which you 
could say is another one of those moments of spiritual awakening. In that process of learning why I was 
a[acking myself, why I was basically commiBng suicide in a societally acceptable way, I started really 
diving in and saying, "When is the first Eme I wanted to die? Why am I doing this to myself?" 

Jason Prall: 
Real quick. Just to be clear, when you said commit suicide, it's like your body is actually ... 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
Imploding. 

Jason Prall: 
Yeah. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
Right? It's a[acking itself and all of its systems. When I started geBng underneath that word 
autoimmune, I started realizing I was doing this to me. There had to be something in there that I wasn't 
seeing that was operaEng in the background. I dove into the research and was looking around and I 
found some pre[y compelling stuff around yoga and Ayurveda and autoimmune disease. And so, I 
started pracEcing both. Ayurvedic medicine, I learned quite quickly, says that autoimmune disease is 
undigested anger. So, I learned how to meditate. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
One day, I was siBng there in meditaEon and this word autoimmune started dancing in front of my 
third-eye space. I kept trying to swat it away because when you first learn how to meditate, you're told 
to let the thoughts go, don't pay a[enEon to them. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
But these were really, really staying put. This word was, I could see it and I thought, okay. That's when I 
started looking at it and going, "Oh, this is me doing this to me. So, when's the first Eme I wanted to 
die?" 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
And so, I started tracing this, I call it the li[le golden breadcrumb trail backwards, and I found a 10-year-
old li[le girl version of myself siBng on a balcony in the Navy Housing in Key West Florida under a palm 
tree. I mean, I could see her so clearly, and she really wanted off the planet. 
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Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
One of the things that she had learned to do is during aPer school, I would sit out on that li[le balcony 
under the palm tree and I would have visitaEons from my guardian angels. I would talk to angels. It was 
as if I was seeking somebody to talk to and find some kind of comfort and some sort of navigaEon of 
what was going on, some understanding because this man was telling me it was my fault, I was bad kid. I 
was one of two white girls in an all-black school, and I was white trash. And so, these were things that 
were beyond my control. I didn't know what to do. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
And so, when I saw that li[le girl siBng there and talking to the angels, I realized at 30 that, "Oh, this is 
why my cells are now turning on themselves. I see." It's like there's this awakening over a 20-year period- 

Jason Prall: 
Right. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
Right? Of these seeds that were planted. Probably, the way that I think about it, my soul set this up in 
this lifeEme. This was the big event that was going to occur to make those karmic seed start to ripen, 
and that the fruit of that harvest was a disease process that then really compelled me, which I wouldn't 
have done without it, to seek deeper and to really look beyond what I could see with my naked eye and 
to really seek what we could think of as the obscuraEons to my light self, my luminous self. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
The way Tibetan Buddhists think about it is we have these obscuraEons around that luminous nature of 
ours. We have to then just peel those away because we're already luminous, we're already light. We 
have our own Buddha nature, our Christ consciousness. All of those words that we can find just says that 
our essence is already lit, and that we have put coverings through perhaps different karmic pa[erns from 
other lifeEmes, maybe this lifeEme, who knows? But that these moments are the opportunity to see 
that that's there and to take it away so that light can shine. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
So, from there, it just gradually quickened, and more and more events like that would happen as I was 
willing to say, "Oh, that's connected to this. Oh, I already am whole and perfect as I am." This idea that I 
have to be perfect to even survive, which was the meaning I a[ached to my 10-year-old experience. She 
put together those belief pa[ern based on what she was hearing, "Oh, you have to be perfect to even 
survive," and then the disease process was saying, "Oh no, it's the perfecEon that is killing you quite 
literally." That drive for perfecEon. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
And so, then, the relaxing of that, the knowledge that the perfecEons already there and there's no doing 
that has to happen, then that's a gradual process, and so on, and so on. To me, it's like, these moments, 
these big traumas, these moments are the ones that actually make us have to go, as Joseph Campbell 
says, right? Go find the mentor, get the wisdom and then go into our inner cabin of our heart, integrate, 
and then come out and pracEce so that we come back resurrected or awakened. And then from there, 
we're the Oracle for a Eme of that level, and then it happens again. 
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Jason Prall: 
Right. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
It just keep repeaEng, right? Rinse and repeat. 

Jason Prall: 
Right. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
And so, the willingness to realize that, "Oh, it's all a cycle. Here we are again. Okay, this is the next m
oment. What is it that I'm going to learn from here that's going to take another obscuraEon away that 
I'm already awakened." I just have to have awareness of it, right? 

Jason Prall: 
Well, I love it. In one quesEon, you got to Buddhism, and Ayurveda and Joseph Campbell's The Hero's 
Journey. This is why I love you, Keesha. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
And Christ's consciousness. 

Jason Prall: 
Yeah. This is why I love you. You really do study a lot of different things, and there's a beauty in the 
coalescence of all that for your journey. I share that journey and that love for all these teachings around 
the world. 

Jason Prall: 
I think one thing that caught my a[enEon when you were telling that amazing story is there seem to be, 
as you menEoned, it's not linear, right? It's sort of all just happening at the same Eme, if you will, or no 
Eme. And yet there's these points of, in engineering we would say phase shiP, but these sort of jumping 
points to this next level where something just big happens. And there's this a-ha. That a-ha might not 
seem like awakening but, of course, as you look back you recognize it's exactly what it was. It was waking 
up to a deeper truth. It sounds like what you were describing is just awakening to deeper truths or more 
precise truths, or more whole truths which conEnues really endlessly, and that's the path that you're on. 

Jason Prall: 
The other thing that I would love for you to maybe elaborate on is this big T trauma that you menEoned. 
I think it's very obvious for people what these big T traumas are, I think, in a lot of sense. This sexual 
abuse is clearly a trauma that we don't need to define or even elaborate on. We just instantly know that 
there's something that's massive that's going to impact us. 

Jason Prall: 
What about the li[le T traumas? These things that I would relate to probably more because I didn't have, 
or at least I don't recall anything nearly to that degree, and yet I know from my own work that I've 
discovered a lot of things that in my system are so huge but on the surface, they don't seem that big, 
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right? So, maybe you can help me understand that a li[le bit more and how you see that in the grand 
scope? 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
When I was doing my doctoral research in 2013, the Healing Unresolved Trauma Study, what I was 
looking at was why women have lower libido in relaEonship to stressors or past trauma. I was starEng to 
see that anecdotally in my pracEce where someone would come in and ask for hormones, and then 
when I would say, "Do you like your partner?", they would start crying. I would say, "Well, hormones 
aren't going to fix this." There were a lot of these kinds of things, seeking hormones for something that 
was actually happening around the emoEonal, mental, spiritual aspects of being human. 

Jason Prall: 
One thing I want to add too here that I've learned to think about this, and correct me if you have a 
different perspecEve, but these hormones are, what I would say, the body's way of producing resource 
for us to deal with what you're talking about. A deeper thing, right? So, in a sense that's why we have 
this bioidenEcal hormone therapy. And these things can actually be beneficial, right? 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
Yeah. 

Jason Prall: 
Even corEsone injecEons, right? From tradiEonal doctors. It's like, that's a resource that our body can 
uElize but it's not ulEmately geBng to what's under there, right? 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
And that's the problem, is I would start scratching the surface with these very simple quesEons. It would 
be, "Oh, I lost my job," or "My partner had an affair five years ago and I haven't forgiven them. I don't 
feel like having sex with him, but I have forgiven now but my libido hasn't come back on mine." 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
So, yes, hormones are really important. They're messenger chemicals, they're resources, but we also 
want to find out why they tanked in the first place, so we want to do both things at the same Eme. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 

 

So, what I started discovering are a lot of these li[le case T traumas that were really impacEng desire  
and sexual energy in women. I was using Ayurvedic terminology, which is the term Ojas, which we don't  
actually have an English equivalent to in western medicine. It's life force vitality. The way Ayurvedic  
medicine thinks about this is you're born with a certain amount of Ojas and then when you burn through 
it, you die. They conceptualize this as golden drop of honey energy that's inside of our cells. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
Now I'm starEng to think it's like structured water as I listened to Dr. Gerald Pollack. I've been 
interviewing him for years. I think, "Wow, this is interesEng. This has the ..." I was thinking about this 
back then and, oh my God, okay, if we're burning through our Ojus too quickly, it's oPenEmes because in 
our culture we have these smaller case T traumas that come from these meanings and beliefs that I 
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started mapping and tracking in the hurt model. What is the belief you created about some event that 
occurred before you are 26 years old and your brain wasn't even fully formed yet, right? So, you're 
making up your meanings from more of your repElian brain, your amygdala that, "Am I okay? Am I safe? 
Am I doing it right? Am I accepted by the community?" Because we're biologically wired to understand if 
we're put on the outside of the firelight circle in tribal Emes, the Saber-toothed Eger can eat us. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
So, it's very smart and wise of the child to always be on alert to see where they fit in the human species 
and on the totem pole and in the community, right? What's my role? What do I offer? How do I keep 
myself safe? How do I survive? 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
And so, those lowercase T traumas are built around that. Times when you felt rejected, not good 
enough, not pre[y enough, not smart enough, not fast enough. All of those not enough. Then, you will 
put an adapEve behavior to that. This is where the Enneagram comes in and Myers Briggs, all these 
personality types of ways of mapping where we're at by personaliEes. This is all because we're really 
idenEfying what were those beliefs we created when we were kids in response to those li[le T traumas 
of not feeling like we're quite making it in our world, in the context of the environment we're in with the 
caregivers and the peers we have. And so, that then creates this unconscious personality structure of 
how we perceive and then how we behave as a result of those percepEon. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
Tibetan medicine is really interesEng in it, not just Tibetan, it's actually Buddhism. They have these 
volumes and volumes and volumes called the Abhidharma. They talk about the way we perceive 
happens in 17 different steps and that we have six minds, not just one mind. This is why I'm studying 
this, it's so interesEng. That we have this five sense organs that we think about as our five senses, they 
think about in this our five minds that bring informaEon to the sixth mind which synthesizes everything 
in this perceptual way, that 17 different steps that are based on how we've always done it before. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
In other words, how we started in childhood, how we wired our nervous system, everything's like ... By 
the Eme we're 26, it's mapped. It's in there. You're done. Unless, and they say in that 17 different steps 
there's the midway through at step eight. There is the step called the doorway to karma. This is their 
poinEng to, if you go through that in the same way you always have, then your future is going to be the 
same as you've had in the past. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
And so, in that doorway, the gateway to karma, in that moment, there is this nanosecond that we can get 
in there and do it differently. And so, these lowercase T traumas have these adapEve behavior responses 
that we coupled together along with the nervous system pathway that's linked to our emoEons, and our 
feelings and our thoughts and the way we perceive. All of that can actually be restructured, but it takes 
awareness, and it takes willingness, and it takes paEence, and it takes compassion and curiosity. 
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Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
Now, we say this awakening has to do with curious compassion. To be able to really dive in and take a 
look and say, "Oh, you see, you just thought that thought." Okay. Just because you had that thought 
doesn't make it a gem. Right? 

Jason Prall: 
Yeah. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
It doesn't necessarily need to be this way. So, is there a different way that we could think this? And so, 
it's being expansive. The more that we awaken our inner healer, we're actually becoming more 
expansive. We're able to be able to perceive with a wider doorway, gateway to karma that opens wider 
and wider and wider and gives us more opportunity to really get in there and start that compassionately 
curious collaboraEon with ourselves instead of being combaEve with ourselves in the world we're in. 

Jason Prall: 
Yeah, I love that, and I love the Buddhist way of thinking about the minds too because ... And you 
menEoned something too that I would love for you to expand upon, because I think it's really important 
in understanding how we lay down some of these pa[erns, and I would like to get into some of those 
too. 

 

Jason Prall: 
But you menEoned briefly that the child mind is sort of different than the adult mind which is fully  f
ormed at 26. So I think it's super important to recognize, and I would love for you just to give us  sort 
of developmental biology of the brain in at least a loose sense for how the brain develops and how  
that's impacEng our experience and what's going on there because that's really key when we understand 
that. To have a sense for, parEcularly for somebody like me who's got a young infant, if I can learn to see  
him as an undeveloped nervous system brain, then I have a completely different perspecEve on how he's  
perceiving the world. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 

Well, of course, this gets back to a[achment theory, which there's a lot of buzz around also for a very 
good reason, right? As we're talking about your infant son, we're talking about a[achment and we're 
talking about how grounded, how safe does he feel to do that exploraEon, that expansiveness six feet 
away from mom and dad in the next room to being on the playground or having sleepovers with a friend 
when they get older, right? 

Jason Prall: 
Right. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
That has to do with really secure a[achment. Many of us have had a[achment disorders from our 
different developmental levels in childhood. The thing that we don't know widely, though, that's not 
talked a lot about is that we also have levels of development in adulthood. We have this developing 
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brain and childhood that has to do with, like I said, the secure a[achment, the ability to be able to 
process, to have a really grounded caring caregiver right there to navigate the moments we can't 
understand, but we're never going to have those in our back pocket at all Emes. That's part of the 
human experience. And so, we're going to have wounds by the Eme we leave. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
We're the only animal in the animal kingdom that takes so long to get out of the nest. It's ridiculous, 
right? We have lots of opportuniEes for wounding. When you think about it, we're the only animals that 
take that long. We could just get cooked in the very beginning then leave. We wouldn't maybe be so 
damaged by the Eme we're 18. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
But what I discovered in doing that study, I started looking at maps of brains of MRI scans and PET scans. 
I was very curious about the impact that PTSD or post-traumaEc stress disorder had on the brain. It 
shows a shrinkage in that prefrontal cortex, which is the part of the brain that's not fully developed unEl 
you're 26, which is what we call our adult brain or execuEve funcEon center where we have that logic. 
That's why teenagers make boneheaded decisions. A lot of it is because this is not fully developed yet. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
When I was looking at that, I thought, "Oh, this is so interesEng." Because in adulthood, post 26, if an 
adult says, "I am overwhelmed all the Eme," they mark themselves high on a perceived stress scale. 
Their shrinkage in their prefrontal cortex and the growth in their amygdala mirrors a child brain. That 
happens not from capital T trauma alone. It happens from lower case T trauma, then it went further. I 
was like, "Oh, this is interesEng." It's not just PTSD that does this. It means that even if I'm saying I'm 
always stressed out, which I didn't have one paEent ever that never said I'm not overwhelmed. So, I 
thought, "Well, that's fascinaEng." 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
Then I started looking at the parts of the brain just curiously. What parts of the brain are required for a 
woman to feel female sexual desire? The parts that have to light up for actual desire are the same parts 
of the brain that PTSD hijacks. Same parts of the brain light up. And so then, if you're constantly stressed 
as a female, reporEng yourself as always overwhelmed inside your own mind, then that's not ever going 
to light up for you because it's already occupied with that stress. And it's changing the architecture of 
your brain to be more child brain rather than adult brain. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
Now, the good news, that can all change. We can heal that. We can have our prefrontal cortex come 
back. We can actually shrink the volume of the amygdala, but we have to do it with intenEon. We have 
to really be on it. And it's not from doing vagal nerve sEmulaEon or some of the things that are in vogue 
right now. Those are fantasEc to stop the swamping of the emoEon, but what we really have to do is get 
in there to, "Oh, what's the belief I have, the meaning I've applied to my life, the beliefs that I have and 
behaviors that I've used as adapEve responses that may be maladapEve now?" Like, "Oh, I feel stressed, 
so therefore I'm going to have a glass of wine or a cookie," or "I'm stressed, so I'm going to lie in bed all 
day and watch Nejlix and eat ice cream." The wise mind of the child knew that they would ground you, 
so they're very smart for a child brain. 
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Jason Prall: 
Right. Yes. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
They're not going to aid you in the alignment of all of your organ systems and cellular biology to have 
you feel good and have your brain funcEon and your mind to fire the way you want it to. 

Jason Prall: 
Right. So, when we're young, we don't have that prefrontal cortex, which is why we're operaEng from a 
different level of perspecEve. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
Right. 

Jason Prall: 
And then, even as we start to develop that prefrontal cortex, which again is the cogniEon, the sense 
making, the logic, the adult part of myself that can understand the situaEon, even as that's developing, if 
I have these overwhelming sEmulaEons or stresses or experiences or perceived experiences, or even 
these capital T traumas, then I actually get a shrinking. And so, that part of the brain doesn't fully 
develop. It isn't fully uElized, isn't fully firing the way we would hope or want to a fully developed adult 
brain. 

Jason Prall: 
So, I'm thinking about people that are addicted to drugs and medicaEons, I'm thinking about people that 
are caught up in the prison system. Society tends to look at these people with a certain perspecEve. I 
think, with this in mind, it's like they're operaEng from a different level of perspecEve- 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
That's right. 

Jason Prall: 
... because of these experiences that they've had in life, right? And so, of course we have to take 
responsibility always for what we do and who we are and who we become, and there's some 
compassion there that we can now understand perhaps how they are going to the world and the 
situaEons they end up geBng caught up in. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
I would like to point something out about this, though. That is really interesEng that you brought it up, 
and I'm so happy that you're shining a light in there. There's also this, though, and that is that our society 
posiEvely rewards overly ambiEous and overly busy people. That is sEll linked to the limbic system. It's 
no different, but society rewards it. But in spiritual pracEce, it's another barrier. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
Another way of thinking of being lazy is to be too busy to engage in your pracEce, to engage in your 
introspecEve development. And so, laziness goes in two ways. Laziness of mind, of not wanEng to 
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invesEgate and wanEng to blame everything outside of you, and being vicEmized and saying, "That's why 
this is happening to me." And also the laziness of being so busy that you don't take the Eme for that 
either. So, both of them keep us off of being truly the path of true aligned awakening. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
It's pre[y interesEng because people will oPen think of ... We've talked about disparity. That's what 
you're poinEng to right now, is this disparity of access to medicine and teachings and educaEon and 
everything. And it's real. That is definitely present. And then there will be a subset of the populaEon that 
just says, "Oh, get a job. How come you don't just go get a job?" There is this real disparity. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
And so, it's up to us to have that compassion and curiosity about why is the homelessness populaEon 
burgeoning in our coastal ciEes right now? Is nobody curious about this? As we drive by other humans 
that are in that space whose amygdalas are huge and their frontal cortexes are shrunk because they're in 
this state of constant survival, are we not at all responsible in there as the one who were driving past 
that blindly? I don't think that's true. We're all connected. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
When we think about it in that way, then all of us in our culture, actually, are in a prison of some kind. 
Whether it's the golden guilt cage or it's the actual horrible cement one. 

Jason Prall: 
Right. And this also speaks to the idea that me working on myself and everybody working on themselves 
helps to correct this societal distorEons that are creaEng this pa[ern on a collecEve level. We can both 
work outward to help that situaEon, and we can work inward. I think neither one is probably be[er than 
the other per se, although I think we can't avoid working on ourselves. That's just a part of life no ma[er 
how much we deny it, right? 

Jason Prall: 
One thing I want to highlight too that I think is so important about what you said before was that we can 
correct this stuff, that what's happening is these pa[erns are geBng laid down on sort of the 
subconscious or even the physiological and physical level. The body's actually wiring these things, right? 
It's not necessarily just in the belief system or just in the mind although that's of course there. And this is 
what I think is so beauEful about being human, is that we are probably the most adaptable creature that 
we know of. Because of that, we lay down these tracks, we adapt to this constant sEmulus and we get 
really good at handling that on some level of dealing with it even if it is maladapEve, and we can adapt 
out of that as long as we're providing the situaEons, the sEmulus and we have the awareness to be able 
to intenEonally work ourselves out of that. 

Jason Prall: 
So, what are some of these ways? Just taking back to your case, you had a pre[y significant capital T 
trauma. I know one of the areas that you have done a ton of work on for yourself and also in your 
professional life is forgiveness. How do you even begin to forgive something like that? And I want to 
preface this quesEon with this idea that I think we all know what forgiveness, we all think we know what 
forgiveness is and we can forgive from the mind, right? I've done this a million Emes. I forgive this 
person, but there's someEmes a deeper quesEon, and someEmes I even know the answer. Have I truly 
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forgiven them? And where does that come from? I think there's a deeper level of forgiveness I would 
love for you to walk us into. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
Yeah. This is free medicine right here. Everybody has access to it. There's no culture, there's no 
socioeconomic, there's no educaEonal disparity. This is one of the things that is available to us all. I think 
that's why I love it so much is it is the medicine of humanity that costs nothing. When you think about it 
in that way, Ayurvedic medicine has this way of conceptualizing each of us as five layers. So, we're more 
than our physical layers. You pointed out just a minute ago, we have our energy body, which is called the 
Pranamaya Kosha in Sanskrit, we have our emoEonal, our mental, and our spiritual. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
The emoEonal and mental one is actually connected to the physical body through the nervous system, 
the energy body. These chakras that we think of when we study yoga, there are 72,000 chakras, they're 
places where the nerves cross. It extends beyond our physical structure, and we know this is our aura 
and New Age medicine or prana and Ayurveda, Chi and Qi. We know about this. It's picked up on Kirlian 
photography. That layer is the one that connects this with our emoEonal mental body to our physical 
body. So, whatever is stored in our emoEonal and mental realm comes through that nervous systems. It 
makes our geneEcs express in specific ways, our organs behave in certain ways. It affects everything in 
the body. These are all uniquely linked. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
When we talk about forgiveness, it transcends all of them because the spiritual, or the Anandamaya 
kosha, it's called your bliss sheath. It's what Carl Jung talked about, it's the portal to our collecEve 
unconscious. When we think about that, that's where the Akashic records are, that's where our wisdom 
is, there's no new idea ever. That's where it is, and we all want to that all the Eme. 

Jason Prall: 
So, it's outside of space and Eme. You can think of that in that weird sense. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
Right. Right. 

Jason Prall: 
Okay. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
And we don't get access to it all the Eme if we are toxic in any of those other layers. So, it's really 
important that we apply the medicine to be able to clear all of this so we can get access to that all the 
Eme, where you get those epiphanies and those downloads and the inspiraEon that you're looking for. 
All of that is because you're able to fire and wire together well. 

Jason Prall: 
In that moment, you're sort of stepping in and all that's locked out, right? 
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Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
Yeah. Exactly. So, forgiveness is the process that allows for the clearing of that emoEonal mental 
structure that is between you and the collecEve unconscious and that beauEful bliss. So, when we're 
holding on to hurt, we have unresolved trauma in all of us. Part of the human condiEon. That's another 
thing I love about Buddhist philosophy is the Buddha said a long, long Eme ago that every single person 
will have suffering in their life. Life has suffering and part of that suffering is just the fact that we're all 
going to die. We're the only species that has an awareness of our own death and has to balance that 
tension of I'm going to die, and have some anxiety around all of that. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
So, forgiveness is what we use when someone has threatened us in our perceptual field, on an 
emoEonal, mental, physical or spiritual level, when we feel threatened. There's that death anxiety that 
we're going to die in some way, but that's an ego death. 

Jason Prall: 
Right. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
And so, when you do forgiveness in a really wonderful day, and this is part of my doctoral research 
because I started really invesEgaEng all the research behind forgiveness. What I discovered through the 
material that I was reading, all these studies, is that people don't want to forgive because they want to 
hold on to their because it makes them feel powerful. It's a dysfuncEonal way of having power, but it 
makes them have some anger and a catalyst for stoking acEvity towards making things different. And so, 
that's a dysfuncEonal way of having power. It binds up your third chakra. So, that's one reason. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
Another reason people don't want to forgive is they're afraid it lets the other person off the hook and 
that they don't get the punishment they deserve. 

Jason Prall: 
One of my favorite quotes is, "Resentment is like drinking poison and wishing your enemies to die." 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
Exactly. 

Jason Prall: 
It's totally true. So, what you're speaking of the medicine is for yourself. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
It's for yourself. 

Jason Prall: 
Although, I sEll feel this way where it's like, "I'm not going to forgive him. There's no way. He is the one 
that wronged me." 
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Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
Exactly. 

Jason Prall: 
He doesn't get that. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
He started it. He did that. If I forgive him, then somehow, he gets away with it, right? 

Jason Prall: 
Yeah. And even though my adult mind understands that's ridiculous, there's a feeling sEll in my system 
from this held part that says no way. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
Yes. So, there are other reasons too, but those are three primary reasons of why we don't forgive. So, if 
you can move past that, then forgiveness, what it does is it allows you to actually bring the person that 
has wronged you. And you have to remember that you've also wronged countless people in your life. 

Jason Prall: 
I actually haven't. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
I know you haven’t, Jason. You're a good li[le boy. You've never hurt anybody. You know, if we could 
have them all lined up, we'd probably shocked of the ways that we've hurt them that we didn't even 
know. How many people have had to do forgiveness work and exercises toward us, right? And so, you 
have to think about that. Like, "Oh, I also am the perpetrator on this planet, and I have people that have 
hurt me, so I'm the hurter and the hurtee." 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
When you can really get into that, like, "Oh, okay," then I'm going to think about a person. I usually have 
you track using my vice principal from my 10-year-old girl version and we'll pull him up and we say, 
"Okay, so you find a person that's hurt you," and I usually like you to start not with a capital T trauma 
perpetrator, but with somebody that maybe cut you off on the freeway or somebody that had 15 items 
in their basket in the grocery store instead of five. Something easy. And then you would list next to that 
person's name or whatever their role was for their hurt, What are the character traits that you idenEfy in 
them that caused them to do that behavior? That's to be different for every single person. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
And so, in my book, Solving the Autoimmune Puzzle, I used Hitler. Different people will say different 
things about Hitler. So my vice principal, what I did is I said, okay, so he's cruel, he misuses his power and 
he's a bigot. I put those three down. So, you would list whatever it is next to your person. Then you 
would say, okay, you've moved beyond the behavior of the person. Now you're just dealing with their 
character traits. One of the things that's true about all humans is we share the exact same character 
traits, we just do them differently. We're all cruel and bigoted and misuse our power. I know that now. 
But when I first sat down to do this, I didn't realize it. 
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Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
And so, I pull him in front of me like a mirror and I say, "Okay. So then, how do I do cruelty?" The Eme I 
was doing this, I'm a mother of four children and I was well into my parenEng and I was like, "Oh, well, 
my kids would call me cruel many Emes." Like, "I have to do my chores before I can go out and play. 
That's mean. You're mean, mommy!" Of course, any parents is going to show up as cruel at some point 
in their percepEon of their child so I was like, okay, that's easy. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
And then I thought, "Okay, so then, misusing power. Oh yeah, I'm a parent." I've guilted my kids however 
many Emes that that's happened. In fact, it had just happened. I called my son and I said, "Cameron, did 
you experience that as guilt trip when we were talking about spring break this morning?" He said, "Yeah, 
I think so. Yeah." I said, "You know what? I don't want to do that anymore. I didn't realize I was doing it. 
So, would you help me with that? And if you ever see that kind of behavior coming from me again, will 
you call it out?" And he said, "Sure, mom." By doing that, creaEng an accountability partner, I don't do it 
anymore. I have awareness of it now. 

Jason Prall: 
And I want to point out something too there. Of course, it's your young son, but even if you were to do 
this with an adult, there's actually an aspect of permissioning them to do the same thing, right? 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
Exactly. 

Jason Prall: 
Actually, that's their guard down. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
Role models. 

Jason Prall: 
Right. They're like, "Oh, she does that. She's admiBng it." I can actually see how I do that too. But if 
we're both in defense mode, then it comes a li[le bit more challenging to accept these aspects of 
ourselves. But we see this vulnerability, this immense inward reflecEon of vulnerability actually reflects 
that to me and say, "Where am I doing that and how am I that" So, it's cool that way. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
I think it's the most ... If any of you are their parents, I think it's the most powerful thing you can do as a 
parent. I have a really good relaEonship with my kids who are 32 to 24, and it's because I started this 
work. I would say to them, "Oh, and will you make sure ..." Then I taught them how to do it. And so, 
everybody is really good about keeping things clean in our family with that. It's really a good role 
modeling. 
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Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
So then, the last one was bigoted. I thought, I lived in Japan, I lived all over the place and I was no way, 
no how going to call myself all intolerant. I just thought there's no way. And then all of a sudden, I got it. 
Oh my gosh, I'm so intolerant against people that are intolerant. I'm crazy, bigoted. I can't stand people 
that are bigoted. "Okay, I get it. All right." I was just like, "Oh! Okay." 

Jason Prall: 
And that's a big one that I think most of us, if we're honest with ourselves, can admit to, right? I forgot 
who it was. It might have been one of the teachers I found like Doshin Roshi who's focused on shadow 
work. I think he was talking about this idea ... or maybe it was actually Ken Wilber. But this idea that you 
can take anybody that you would commonly view as just this horrible person, right? Hitler is a great 
example that we can all use. He says, "Okay, well, if you're accepEng of all people, could you actually sit 
down to dinner with Hitler and be accepEng of Hitler?" And then all of a sudden, he answers, "Well, but 
that's different." 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
He's evil. 

Jason Prall: 
Right. Right. And so, it's such a fantasEc example of, "Oh, yeah, I guess I do have this prejudice and this 
bigoted view of people because they're bad and I'm good." 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
Right. And that was the first Eme doing this process and I got it, that "Oh, you are full of biases that 
you're not aware of." Oh my gosh. It was this big cracking open, an expansion of awakening to my own 
biases and my own intolerances and what a bigot I was of certain things. And so, I was, okay, all right. So 
then, I can bow to my perpetrator and I can say, "Thank you for being my teacher." 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
Now, at the same Eme, there's a difference between forgiveness and reconciliaEon. This is really 
important. It's one of the other barriers for forgiveness for most people, is if a person that has been a 
harmful person in your life has not shown contriEon, has not shown willingness to do their own inner 
work and clean it up, then you don't reconcile with them. You do this work on your cushion or on your 
prayer bench or in your bed or wherever you're doing it and that's it. So, you have- 

Jason Prall: 
Because if you try to reconcile, then you're going to just keep swimming in that same mess. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
Yeah. Yeah. And you don't need to put yourself in the front of bullets. 

Jason Prall: 
Right. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
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And so, what you're doing is you're recognizing you in that person and what they're meant to reflect 
back to you, what they're meant to mirror to you about you. That doesn't mean you have to keep 
jumping in front of the mirror once you get it, right? And then, not judge them. You can have compassion 
for them, send them loving energy and healing and don't judge them, and forgive them. But you don't 
have to reconcile with them. In fact, please don't. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
So, that's a really important piece and it's good boundary seBng. The boundaries we always need to set 
first are the ones with our own thoughts, our own selves. Everyone always thinks boundaries are out 
here, but that isn't true. We have to actually have the boundaries with our own thoughts first, then we 
can set boundaries. This is a really important piece around forgiveness that I don't think people are really 
aware of. 

Jason Prall: 
So, I've found my perpetrator, I've gone through and listed all the ways he or she has wronged me and 
their characterisEcs ... 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
Not the ways they've wronged you. 

Jason Prall: 
Sorry. The- 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
The traits that drove them to their behaviors. 

Jason Prall: 
Right. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
Yeah. 

Jason Prall: 
So, then what? I recognize that and I recognize that- 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
Then you bring him a new mirror, like, oh- 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
... how do I that thing? 

Jason Prall: 
Right. 
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Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
And it's going to be a different behavior. So, like using Hitler, I could say the same things, bigoted and 
cruel and misuse of power. 

Jason Prall: 
ManipulaEve. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
ManipulaEve, okay. Right? And so, whatever you've idenEfied is something that's a distorted part of 
yourself. So, "I was so busy looking like the pure, wholesome, good person that I didn't recognize what a 
bigot I was." So, I'm going to dissociate from that and put it on to other people, project it out here. "Oh, 
those people are intolerant." Right? 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
And then, also, misuse of power. Obviously, I didn't have a good relaEonship with power. Vice Principal, I 
mean, fiPh grader, obviously. So, I had to heal that, right? And so, the things that I will noEce then are 
going to be the things that I noEce. You would be surprised at how many people list different things for 
Hitler. You just said manipulaEve. So, if you were to look at manipulaEve as something by itself without 
the behaviors that Hitler used, then what would you see for yourself as far as manipulaEve? 

Jason Prall: 
Yeah. And there's plenty, right? There's plenty of ways. Some of them I would view as coming from a 
good place even though they are manipulaEve and some of them are a li[le less good. But it's definitely 
a distorted quality. So- 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
And it's trying pull out the judgment of good and bad too. 

Jason Prall: 
Sure. Sure. I guess- 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
You know, right? 

Jason Prall: 
I guess I just mean from pure intent versus maybe something out. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
Yeah. Yeah. Or what's the outcome from it? 

Jason Prall: 
Right. Right. So, is the path of forgiveness then ulEmately forgiving myself? Is that really what you're 
poinEng to here is that once I've now brought awareness to these traits within myself, and bringing 
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awareness is not the same as actually resolving and finding forgiveness within myself, right? Maybe the 
first part of it is actually finding that awareness first. But ulEmately, to forgive them, I've got to forgive 
myself. Is that what kind of what I’m supposed to do? 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
Yeah. You forgive them by bringing them back into humanity, like on equal ground instead of you 
standing above them going, "I would never do something like that. That's a bad person. I would never do 
that." As soon as you say something like that, you know you're in trouble. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
And so, you're coming into, like, "Oh, this person is my ... I am that, they are me. We're on equal fooEng. 
Here we are." 

Jason Prall: 
And we're geBng rid of separaEon. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
We're geBng rid of separaEon. 

Jason Prall: 
That he is is different than me. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
There's no duality here. And so, what you're doing then is you're saying, "Oh, so how do I ..." In the 
Cherokee fable of the li[le boy going to his grandfather and saying, "Grandfather, how do I be a good 
man instead of a wicked man?" and the grandfather says, "We all have within us a dark wolf and a light 
wolf, and whichever one we feed the most to grows strongest." 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
So, we're paying a[enEon to the dark wolf within us, what we're feeding it, and then our light Wolf, 
right? We're saying, "Oh, okay. If I spend enough Eme every single day doing this, then there's going to 
be more of that white wolf that I'm actually feeding," instead of hatred and resentment, and fear, and 
panic and anxiety, and all of those that create that darkness inside of us, right? Those are the 
obscuraEons of our luminous essence. And so, it's really important to ... 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
There's a pracEce that you can do where when you do this pracEce, I call it the heart light meditaEon, 
you're bringing the person up in your heart, in the light, and then from there, once you've forgiven them 
and said, "Thank you for being my teacher," then I always say ... I talk to my angels sEll. I have a very 
good relaEonship, and I'll say, "Can you help me with this and show me when I'm doing it and allow that 
to start to melt away?" You know, dissolve in my character structure. That takes a lot of work. It's not just 
being aware. It's actually integraEng. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
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I'll ask the people around me, I ask for my spiritual guides, I always say "Please, will you show me this 
from now on? I really want to see it when I'm doing it." I think about it like wax melEng, and soPening 
that that part of my character. So, that part. And then, forgiving yourself for taking on the hurt that 
wasn't actually yours. 

Jason Prall: 
Right. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
And so, it's all these levels. 

Jason Prall: 
Right. I love what you're poinEng to, and you menEoned it at the very beginning, which is that 
forgiveness is a process, right? You walked us through, that it is a process. It's not just merely saying, 
"Okay, I've now finally forgiven you," in my mind, right? 

Jason Prall: 
I think one of the things I want to point to you that some people may have heard of with regard to 
forgiveness is the whole Ho'oponopono pracEce. I'm just actually now I'm making this connecEon with 
what you're saying. Is that that pracEce is fantasEc as a way to sort of feed the light wolf, right? So, 
you're actually just using that to conEnue to lay these seeds on this path of forgiveness. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
There's something missing in that, though. The way that I think about forgiveness, I think that's a really 
beauEful pracEce and I've loved it, and it takes out the part of looking for the similarity. 

Jason Prall : 
Right. Absolutely. Absolutely. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
Right? Of really doing the mirroring and really geBng from the hurt that you had what you were meant 
to learn from it. 

Jason Prall: 
Totally. I think your picture of this is deeper and broader than, I think, what I've heard in the 
Ho'oponopono. I think, for me, that's one of the pracEce I can bring in as a way to feed that point. Well, I 
think what you're poinEng to is irreplaceable. It's this idea of- 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
And the Hawaiian healers, who actually started the Ho'oponopono pracEce, they actually do this process 
that I'm talking about, but it's go[en a li[le sterilized- 

Jason Prall: 
You just took out the ... yeah, yeah. 
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Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
Yeah. Just like so many things. We are doing the quick version now. 

Jason Prall: 
Yeah. Yeah, exactly. Yeah. That's beauEful and it's why I asked you about forgiveness because I know you 
have worked with this so deeply within yourself. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
Yeah. 

Jason Prall: 
I think one of the things too that caught my a[enEon as you were telling on this is you really bring a very 
keen sense of humility to this process that I am fallible and I have made these mistakes, admiBng them 
to yourself, which I think takes, someEmes, even more courage than you're admiBng them to others and 
asking for accountability and asking for their awareness to help with your own determinaEon to conEnue 
moving forward with this. 

Jason Prall: 
I would say, along with determinaEon is this sense of compassion and relaxed approach, right? So, it's 
not this forceful necessarily, but it is. There is a sense of determinaEon that I'm going to do this, this is 
the path I'm on and it's important to me because it is ulEmately something that's going to help me heal, 
awaken and find a greater truth. 

Jason Prall: 
And so, with that, I think we'll close this, but I also want to give a li[le preview to those who purchased 
the event. We have Keesha doing a masterclass on some of the same type of material, but it's healing 
trauma through the chakra system. So, Keesha, can you just give us a li[le teaser of what that's going to 
look like? 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
Sure. Just to close out what you were just saying, I started my book, Solving the Autoimmune Puzzle, 
with a li[le saying that I had found, which is, "My biggest nightmare is to be at death's doorstep and 
meet the person I was meant to become, that I never became." And so, the healing trauma through the 
chakras is that process of being able to be the person that you're meant to become that's not bogged 
down. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
I always think about resentment as the most toxic chemical on this planet. Most toxic, and it's not 
manufactured by big corporaEons dumping it into our air, soil and water. It's manufactured inside of us, 
and then we dump it into our air, our terrain, our soil, and our water, our lymphaEc system, and our 
plasma, and ourselves have to bathe in it. And so, when we're bathing ourselves in resentment, that is 
the quickest way to be able to get a nice healthy disease; nice, burgeoning, robust disease. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
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And so, what healing trauma through the chakra system does is it gives an infrastructure, so to speak, of 
the way that yoga that's come to the United States is oPen presented with these seven chakras that have 
these energeEc qualiEes to them, and being able to use that to track for yourself what is inside of you, 
where those resentments are coming from, what are the adapEve behavioral responses and personas of 
your ego that you created to be able to protect yourself from the hurts in your life that have a lot of 
beauEful skills now that you have developed as a result. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
You're an amazing person with all these beauEful adapEve behaviors and skills, and there could be a 
shadow aspect to that that's keeping you from your potenEal that you could reach. And your luminous 
essence, the one that is just compassionate and uncondiEonally loving that doesn't need approval from 
the outside of you, that doesn't need to look around to make sure they're safe all the Eme, and if they 
can trust, that has this beauEful alignment and awakened presence to the grid that you're a part of in 
life. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
And so, it's the ability to be able to heal some of those traumas that are keeping you from that state of 
being, which most of us have all swam in and been in and loved how luscious it feels. And then we get 
back to our stuff, right? And so, it's the ability. It doesn't mean that you're never going to have your stuff, 
it gives you a quicker way of recovering from it, witnessing it, folding it in, and transforming it into 
wisdom. 

Jason Prall: 
BeauEful. It's sort of the stabilizing of our true alignment, right? 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
Right. 

Jason Prall: 
That's the pracEce, right? Ongoing. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
Exactly. 

Jason Prall: 
Even if you are working this, and I love the fact that you're providing a unique way of doing this. I think 
all these pracEces can be added into our own and brought with us to move us forward. So, I'm super 
excited for that and everybody. That's going to be a masterclass. That's going to be, really, her 
transmissions and how to actually do this. We're not going to be talking in theory, so I hope you guys 
catch that. 

Jason Prall: 
Already, Keesha, you've given us some really great tools with regard to forgiveness, I think in parEcular, 
and how to implement that in our lives. Something I have acknowledged that I would like to do more of 
is intenEonally bring those type of pracEces. So, again, just another reminder for me. 
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Jason Prall: 
Thank you so much for joining us, Keesha, and thank you everybody for joining us and tuning in. 
Hopefully we'll see you on the next one. Take care. 

Dr. Keesha Ewers: 
Bye-bye. 
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